
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on eating out, with a focus on menu
trends

•• Changes in consumers’ preferences when eating out or ordering takeaway
•• Ways that foodservice operators can encourage consumers to visit/use

them over others
•• Opportunities to cater to three different types of eaters – the most

adventurous, somewhat adventurous and least adventurous

The UK foodservice market caters to both nostalgic and adventure-seeking
consumers. 78% of consumers agree that eating familiar dishes is comforting. At
the same time, 77% of consumers agree that trying flavours from all over the
world is fun. On the one hand, they crave foodservices to go back to their roots
and focus on tried-and-tested recipes with a sense of nostalgia. On the other
hand, consumers still have a taste for new cuisines, unlocking opportunities for
operators to tempt them with a diverse and innovative menu.

The rising cost of living has the potential to significantly impact consumers
eating out behaviours, as nine in 10 diners would consider some form of cost-
saving measure to save money if they had to. Whereas over-55s would
consider dining out less often (60% vs 53% of total), younger consumers would
cut back on takeaways and/or trade down to value items and/or cheaper
foodservices. While some of the negative impact of inflation on market value
will be offset by the rise in average order value, sales will become hard-
earned, as operators will have to enhance their range of premium options in
order to demonstrate added value and justify the extra cost of better dishes.

However, cost-conscious consumers will inevitably rein in spending on
foodservices in response to rising costs, and therefore some will gravitate
towards cheaper meal solutions, such as easy, quick-to-prepare ready-meals
from supermarkets.
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caters to both nostalgic and
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On the one hand, they crave
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and-tested recipes with a
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other hand, consumers still
have a taste for new cuisines,
unlocking opportunities for
operators to tempt them with
a diverse and innovative
menu.”
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Meanwhile, the normalisation of flexitarian diets continues to underpin
consumers’ decision-making process, pushing more operators to offer a
greater range of meat-free options. However, flexitarians are not going full-on
vegan. In fact, they are more likely to drive demand for vegetarian options
(including eggs and dairy) while still allowing themselves to indulge in comfort
food. As a result, many will be tempted out by classic British meat-centric foods
such as meat pies and Sunday roasts.
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• Rising costs impact consumers’ decision-making process
Figure 10: Impact of rising costs on consumer behaviours,
2022

• Foodie-ism fuels the trend for new foods or flavours
Figure 11: Foodie-ism attitude, 2022

• Inflation is the key concern for consumers and brands…
• …and despite government support, energy prices are still a

major concern
• Rising interest rates mean that the pressure will move up to

middle- and higher-income households
• High inflation and rising interest rates will compound the

impact of the slowing recovery
• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Unemployment is at a near-50-year low
• Consumers’ financial wellbeing has fallen from the highs of

2021…
Figure 12: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-22

• …and most people are feeling the effects of price rises
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• Flexitarianism continues to grow
Figure 13: Annual changes in dietary preferences, 2020-22
Figure 14: Key factors when eating in/ordering takeaway, by
dietary preferences, 2022

• Flexitarians are most adventurous
Figure 15: Types of eaters, by dietary preferences, 2022

• The continuing popularity of foodservices
Figure 16: Annual changes in eating out participation,
2020-22
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• Dine-in occasions continue to grow across all meal times
Figure 17: Popular meal times for eating in, 2020-22

• Demand for takeaway services continues
Figure 18: Popular meal times for ordering takeaway,
2020-22

• Foodservice consumers are relatively adventurous eaters
Figure 19: Frequency of trying something new, 2022

• Healthfulness takes a back seat while more are eating
adventurously
Figure 20: Key factors when eating in/ordering takeaway,
2022

• Strong value propositions broaden foodservices appeal –
TURF analysis
Figure 21: TURF Analysis – Key factors when eating in/
ordering takeaway, November 2022

• The polarisation between comfort and adventure…
Figure 22: Attitudes towards comfort and adventurous foods,
2022

• …spurs innovative menu engineering
Figure 23: Attitudes towards trying new cuisines, 2022
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perceived value
Figure 24: Attitudes towards quality of ingredients, 2022

• Strategies for value-based pricing
Figure 25: Attitudes towards value for money, 2022

• Buffet is appealing. So is a single-item format
Figure 26: Attitudes towards dining formats, 2022
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Figure 27: Attitudes towards a well-balanced meal, by age
groups, 2022
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Figure 28: TURF Analysis – Key factors when eating in/
ordering takeaway, November 2022
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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